8th Jul 2008
Maria Lau
WEDDING ACTS PTE LTD
Wedding date: 24th May 2008 (Saturday)
Dearest Maria,
*A big Hug to you*
Have wanted to drop you a letter of appreciation much earlier but post wedding stuffs and activities have been keeping us
very occupied and time passes too quickly and before we knew, it’s already the month of July.
Initially, I was pretty uncertain to whether should I hire an actual day coordinator for my wedding day itself since my
friends felt that it will be nice to be very involved in the whole process of their own wedding, from the preparation work till
the final bit of it and not forgetting the cost saving as well.
I’ve discussed with CheeWee about this matter and to my delight, he was very much supportive with the idea as he felt that
it will be good to let a third party to handle the actual day coordination work and to help us liaise with the rest of the
vendors so that we both will be able to enjoy ourselves together with our family and closest friends that day.
I did call a few wedding planner companies and indeed most of them have met my budget, but from my first phone
conversation with you and your willingness to meet up at a place of my convenience and to discuss on how you can help us
on our wedding day, I knew I would be confirming your service after meeting up with you.
And there it went, from my confirmation of appointment with you till the day of my wedding day itself; you have never fail
to lose your cool and were always there for us to provide consistency of your good service and you have shown your great
enthusiasm in ensuring everything about our wedding to be smooth sailing.
Thank you very much for making our wedding a sweet and truly memorable one for us and not forgetting to help us to thank
your assistance, Merdin, she has done a good job too. ☺
Here I have attached a picture of us~

Keep it touch!
Your friends,
Louisa & Chee Wee

